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Choose the correct answers from the choices available!!
1. He _______  _________ for a bus at midnight last night when you called. !!
a) was waiting   b) was waited   c) is waiting !!
2. They ______ _______ for you.!!
a) was waiting   b) were waiting   c) were waited !!
3. The lion ________  _________ whilst its family was sleeping. !!
a) was hunting   b) was hunted   c) will hunting !!
4. The man _________ ________ of a terrible disease but mysteriously recovered . !!
a) was died  b) is dying   c) was dying !!
5). Marlene _________ __________ tennis with her friends yesterday at exactly ten past !
two.!!
a) was playing  b) were playing  c) is playing!!
6. They _______ __________ the criminal when a bystander threw a tomato at them. !!
a) were chased   b) were chasing   c) was chasing !!
7. The Zulus _______ ________ until their enemies received extra man power. !!
a) was wined  b) were wining   c) were winning !!
8. The girl ________ _________ at the boy whilst he was wrestling.!!
a) was smiling   b) was smileing   c) were smiling !!
9. The Hornets _______ _________ but still lost as time ended up running out.!!
a) was running back   b) were fighting  b) were fighted !!
10. Daniel _________ __________ with his coach during a training session last night.!!
a) was sparring   b) was sparing   c) were sparring !!!
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11. I _______ _______ the police officer but he was ignoring me.!!
a) was called  b) was calling  c) were calling !!
12.The ants ______ _______ a new home to live in when a sandstorm hit and killed them 
all before they could even finish.!!
a) was built  b) were building   c) was building !!
13. My mum _______ ________ me to the hospital while my dad ________ _______ my 
sister to school. !
a) was taking / were taking   b) were taken/ was taking  c) was taking / was taking !!
14. The soldiers _________ _________ when we ________ ________.!
a) was fighting / was sleeping  b) were fighting / were sleeping   c) were fighter / was 
sleeping !!
15. The train _______ ________ fast when _______ _______ a man Leo back onto  the 
platform. !
a) was approaching / we saw  b) were approaching/ we saw  c) is approaching/ we saw!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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